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Minorities are a traditional part of Latvian
society; the right to their own cultural pre-
servation and development is guaranteed by
the Latvian state.

Article no. 114 of the Constitution of the Republic 
of Latvia (Satversme) states that minorities have 
the right to maintain and develop their language 
and their ethnic and cultural identity.

The Ministry of Culture aims to promote civic 
participation of minorities, support their cultural 
identity, and promote intercultural dialogue.

The ministry carries out this task in colla bo ra-
tion with minority organizations in the imple-
mentation of various measures, such as creative 
camps, cultural ambassador programmes, and 
youth participation programmes, which have a 
wider impact at national level.

Minority participation is ensured by regularly 
organizing cooperation platforms and advisory 
councils.

Resident population by ethnicity at the beginning of the year (number)
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1935 1 467 035 168 266 26 803 1 844 48 637 22 843 93 370 3 839 62 116 6 928 4 255

1989 1 387 757 905 515 119 702 92 101 60 416 34 630 22 897 7 044 3 783 3 312 29 410

2000 1 370 703 703 243 97 150 63 644 59 505 33 430 10 385 8 205 3 465 2 652 25 001

2016 1 216 443 504 370 65 999 44 639 41 528 23 944 5 013 5 297 2 605 1 794 57 325

Source: Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia

Nowadays there are more than 150 ethnicities 
living in Latvia. The largest ethnic groups are 
Russians, Belarusians, Ukrainians, Poles, Lith-
uanians, Jews, Roma, Germans and Estonians. 

INTRODUCTION STATISTICAL DATA

In 1991 the Latvian Republic passed a law 
guaranteeing the right to cultural autonomy and 
cultural self-government for all nationalities 
and ethnic groups.
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Preservation of minority 
uniqueness

Minorities and their cultures are an integral and 
important part of Latvian society and cultural 
space. In Latvia all minorities have the right to 
maintain and develop their language and ethnic 
and cultural identity; the state supports this. 

Each person’s free choice
is respected, human rights
are respected

In the field of social integration every indivi   -
dual is free to choose how to preserve their
own iden tity. Each choice is voluntary and is 
respected. The Latvian State is obliged to inter-
act and cooperate with all citizens, regardless 
of their choice. The state’s responsibility is to 
consolidate society on the basis of common 
values, promoting this process by democratic 
means.

Identities are complementary,
not exclusive

Latvia’s national identity, civil society and integ-
ration policies underline the principle that 
identities complement one another, according 
to which, different identities enrich rather than 
exclude one another. Minority identities exist
and develop alongside Latvian identity. An 
individual can have multiple identi ties at the 
same time (ethnic, Latvian, European, global).

MAIN PRINCIPLES OF MINORITy 
PARTICIPATION POLICy

Resident population by ethnicity at the beginning of the year (%)

Source: Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia
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PARTICIPATORy MECHANISMS

The Advisory Committee of Representa-
tives from Minority Non-Governmental 
Organizations is a consultative body 
aimed at promoting the participation 
of non-governmental organizations in 
the formation of civil society and the 
develop ment of ethnic policy, minority 
rights and culture. It was established 
in 2006 and in 2014 its composition 
was renewed, including representa -
tives from the Ministry of Culture, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and candi-
dates from minority non-governmental 
organizations. 

The Ministry of Culture in collaboration 
with the Committee plans and imple-
ments measures to support minori ties –
both for cultural preservation and for 
capacity building of non-governmental 
organizations throughout Latvia. As of 
2014, the Committee is chaired by the 
Minister of Culture.

The Advisory Committee of Representatives from Minority 
Non-Governmental Organizations in Ventspils, June 25th 2014

Ministry of Culture:

� Advisory Committee of Representatives from 
Minority Non-Governmental Organiza tions;  

� Advisory Council for Implementation of Roma 
Integration Policy;

� Advisory Council for the Integration of Third-
country Nationals. 

In addition to the advisory councils, each year the 
Ministry of Culture organizes a minority forum, 
which acts as a broad participation platform for 
discussing various topical issues and planning 
further action in minority policy.

Other participatory mechanisms:

� President’s Advisory Council on National 
Minorities;

� Council for Implementation of the Coope-
ration Memorandum (Memorandum) be-
tween NGOs and the Cabinet of Ministers;

� Advisory Council on Minority Education 
Affairs. 

Education in minority languages is a precondi-
tion for maintaining Latvian minority cultural 
identity and ensure the integration of society. 
State-funded education is being implemented 
in seven Latvian minority education programs: 
Russian, Polish, Jewish, Ukrainian, Estonian, 
Lithuanian and Belarusian.

ADVISORy COMMITTEE OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM 
MINORITy NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Photo: archive of the Social Integration Department 
of the Ministry of Culture
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Since 2014, the Ministry of Culture has been
bringing together minority, non-governmental-
organization and state institution represent-
atives, experts and stakeholders in the 
annual forum of national minorities, which is 
traditionally organized in November, marking 
the International Day for Tolerance. 

Forum activities promote co-operation and 
participation of minority non-governmental

organizations in important social processes.
The forum’s working groups of experts, national 
minorities and representatives of state insti-
tutions raise issues and seek solutions to 
problems in such areas of life as education, 
cultural preservation, civic participation and 
others. Forum decisions and solutions are 
implemented through joint programming of 
public integration policies for the coming year.

MEASURES SUPPORTED By THE MINISTRy OF CULTURE

The Advisory Council for Implementation of
Roma Integration Policy was established in
2012 with the aim of promoting the in teg-
ration policy of Latvian Roma, evaluating its 
implementation, as well as intensifying ci vic
participation among the Roma community. 
Council members are representatives from 
public institutions, local government, educa-
tion institutions, NGOs working to protect Roma 
interests, and Roma NGOs and communities; 
the Council is composed of experts on Roma 
integration.

In 2014 the Network of regional experts on 
Roma integration issues was created in order 
to facilitate the regular exchange of information 
and experience between local experts on Roma 
integration and the development of cooperation 
among the Ministry of Culture, local authorities 
and Roma communities for more effective in-
tegration of the Roma policy. 

ADVISORy COUNCIL FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
OF ROMA INTEGRATION POLICy LATVIAN MINORITy FORUM
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The project “European traces in Latvia” (“Eiro -
pas pēdas Latvijā”) has been organized since 
2014. Its aim is to encourage cooperation 
between children and youth (especially ethnic 
minorities) in a creative, modern and interactive 
way and to help identify Latvia as part of the 
European cultural space, where its historic 
cultural heritage (art, architecture, music, 
cuisine, etc.) has left its mark and its presence 
can still be felt today.

Children and youth who were involved in the 
project created videos about evidence or traces 
of European culture in their city and region, as 

well as participated in erudition competitions 
about the European Union. In a geocaching race, 
participants of the project team attracted more 
than 300 students from various Latvian schools. 
Using geocaching principles, hiding geocaches 
and searching for other team geocaches, project 
participants searched for and marked Europe’s 
traces in Latvia.

By promoting European cultural values and an 
appreciation for diversity, the project promotes 
minority cultures belonging to Latvia and 
Europe, as well as strengthens minority youth 
participation in building a democratic society.

PROJECT “EUROPEAN TRACES IN LATVIA”

Photo from the final event of 
the project “European traces in 
Latvia”, November 5th 2015. 

The Latvian cultural ambassador 
programme has been implemented 
with the support of the Ministry of 
Culture since 2012 by the Latvian 
National Cultural Centre. The Latvian 
cultural ambassador training model 
is based on two international British 
Council programmes – “Intercultural 
Navigators” and “Active Citizens”. The 
programme has trained Latvian cultural 
ambassadors in cooperation with the 
various ethnic communities in relation
to ethnic Latvian culture and its inter-
action with ethnic minority cultures.

Trainees develop knowledge of cultural 
diversity, identity and social cohesion, 
which serves as the basis for the estab-
lishment and development of various 
partnerships (Latvians – ethnic minori-
ties), as well as gaining inspiration for 
further work.

After completing the training program-
me, cultural ambassadors use their 
acquired knowledge to organize train-
ing for local communities and non-
governmental organizations wishing 
to participate in shaping better living 
conditions and a favorable environment 
in their own village, town or region.

LATVIAN CULTURAL AMBASSADORS

Photo: Svetlana Rudzīte
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The Song and Dance Festival tradition makes 
for a favourable environment for human 
creativity and collective action. The festival 
does not distinguish between professionals and 
amateurs, adults and children, Latvians and 
non-Latvians – everyone participates.

Minority representatives at the Latvian Song and 
Dance Festival are a good model for integration 
and create confidence that the collective 
participation of national minorities in the 2013 
Latvian Song and XV Dance Festival will be a 
basis for further cooperation.

The Latvian National Cultural Centre also 
provides active co-operation with minority 
groups between Song and Dance Festivals, 
involving them in the international folklore 
festival “Baltica”.

LATVIAN INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE AwARENESS –
SONG AND DANCE FESTIVAL TRADITION
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After the active participation of minority 
groups in the 2013 Latvian Song and 
XV Dance Festival and the experience 
gained from preparing it, development 
of the intangible minority cultural heri-
tage became a topical issue. 

with the support of the Ministry of 
Culture from 2014, the Latvian National 
Cultural Centre organized minority 
creative camps, educating heads of 
Latvian minority artist groups with 
regard to their capacity for perfecting 
the quality of their artistic performance 
in preparation for each Nationwide 
Latvian Song and Dance Festival.

The creative camps invited Latvian and 
foreign experts to hold lectures and 
conduct classes on the similarities 
and differences between Latvian and 
minority cultures. workshops and 
instructional presentations provide an 
opportunity to acquire stagecraft in the 
creative atmosphere of the culture of 
their heritage and that of Latvian folk 
traditions.

Named after Ita Kozakeviča, the Latvian Associ-
ation of National Culture Societies (LANCS) was 
founded 30 November 1988, during the National 
Awakening. It brings together cultural societies 
and associations of more than 20 nationalities 
living in Latvia.
LANCS helps minorities to become more aware 
of their ethnic roots and learn about their cul-
ture, language and traditions. LANCS and its 
associations often organize art exhibitions, con-
certs and meetings with cultural representa-

tives. LANCS provides support for various ama-
teur club developments. Each year in November 
and December LANCS organizes a large-scale 
minority art festival called “United in diversity”.
Since 1990 LANCS’s chairman of the board 
is Knight of the Order of the Three Stars, well 
known pianist and artist Dr. art. Raffi Khara-
janyan, who, since 2014, has been represent-
ing LANCS on the Ministry of Culture’s Advisory 
Committee of Representatives from Minority 
Non-Governmental Organizations.

MINORITy CREATIVE CAMPS

ITA KOZAKEVIČA LATVIAN ASSOCIATION 
OF NATIONAL CULTURAL SOCIETIES 

Photo: Aiga Vasiļevska
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In 2009 Latvia joined the Council of Europe 
campaign “Enough! (Dosta!) Go beyond prejud-
ice, meet the Roma!”, which aims to create a 
stronger link between Roma and non-Roma, 
raising awareness and active participation to 
break obstacles created by stereotypes and 
prejudices.

Since 2015 a variety of activities has been 
implemented, with the aim of promoting 
tolerance in society and a reduction of negative 
stereotypes against Roma, as well as promotion 
of Roma culture. For example, in 2015, marking 
International Roma Day on 8 April, a Roma 
Cultural Day “Latvian Roma – between the past 
and the future” took place. During this event 
there was also an expert discussion “Roma 
reflected in the Latvian media”, where the results 
of media monitoring of Roma were presented. 

Based on the results of these discussions and 
the monitoring, a training seminar was held 
for upcoming journalists on the Latvian Roma 
community, its socio-economic problems, cul-
tural and historical heritage, as well as intol    er-
ance and discrimination directed at it.

Latvian Roma participation in these events is 
one of the main conditions and benefits. Involved 
in these events are state and local govern-
ment authorities, mass media professionals, 
politicians, researchers, civil society activists 
and other interested parties.

Implementation of the campaign in Latvia is 
coordinated and financially supported by the 
Ministry of Culture. The non-governmental 
organization “Latvian Centre for Human Rights” 
is responsible for popularization of the cam-
paign in Latvia.

COUNCIL OF EUROPE CAMPAIGN 
“ENOUGH! GO BEyOND PREJUDICE, 
MEET THE ROMA!” IN LATVIA

PROJECTS SUPPORTED By THE MINISTRy OF CULTURE

In order to get acquainted, tell about them-
selves and share experiences, a two-day 
experience exchange trip to Latgale was 
organized. Members of the “Saldus Russian 
community” association met with the Russian 
and Belarusian societies of Daugavpils, Kras-
lava, Rezekne and Balvi. Three friendship 

Project implementers: “Saldus Russian community” association
Implementation period: October 2015 – January 2016

evenings and concerts were organized by 
Latvian associations in Saldus and Brocēni 
counties with joint performances, dancing, 
singing and national handicraft workshops.
At the end of the project a book of photo graphs 
taken during the project was published.

SALDUS RUSSIAN COMMUNITy FRIENDSHIP DAy
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At the Roma friendship evening, Roma 
community representatives from Valmiera, 
Kandava, Sabile and Ventspils came together 
for Bible readings, songs of praise, as well 
as a lecture on the topic of the Advent, led 

The project’s main activity was the two-day-
long “Liepaja and Tukums II Polish friendship 
days”. On the first day a total of 52 partici-
pants visited 12 historical sites in Liepaja. At 
the end of the first day, a friendship evening 
took place. On the second day participants 
visited the Liepaja Polish book repository and 

At the 25th anniversary commemoration of 
the Barricades, a concert was organized 
with the participation of minority and Latvian 
collectives, bringing together 54 performers 
and some 150 spectators. During the concert, 

Project implementers: Social integration association “Alternativas”
Implementation period: August 2015 – November 2015

Project implementers: Liepaja Polish women’s Club VANDA
Implementation period: August 2014

Project implementers: Liepaja Polish women’s Club VANDA
Implementation period: October 2015 – January 2016

by a guest lecturer from Finland. The event 
concluded with a festive concert featuring 
collective etudes, sketches and songs of
praise performed by youth. 

took a wonderful trip by boat to see Liepaja 
city from the sea. At the end of the second day 
the participants shared their opinions about 
possible future cooperation, which would be 
implemented by common celebrations and 
concerts.

the “Bursztynki” ensemble had the opportunity 
to show off their newly sewn costumes made 
during the project, and newly acquired musical 
instruments were played for the first time.

ADVENT TIME IN ROMA RELIGION
AND THE CHRISTIAN ENVIRONMENT

LIEPAJA AND TUKUMS II POLISH FRIENDSHIP DAyLIEPAJA POLES FOR THEIR CITy
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During the project, a Christmas party was 
organized for minorities and families with 
parents of various nationalities. There was a 
per formance of H. C. Andersen’s fairy-tale 
“The Snow Queen” with the participation of 
children’s group “Živinka”, the association’s 

In order to promote minority NGO civic 
participation in Saldus and Brocēni counties, 
as well as for the promotion of minority 
cultures among the population, several
events were organized: concerts with folk 
festival participants, live performances, a 
theatrical performance, a singing master-

Project implementers: Russian association “Zhivica”
Implementation period: October 2015 – January 2016

Project implementers: Society for development of art “Ilizanna”
Implementation period: September 2014 – October 2014

women’s vocal ensemble and the choir of 
the Saldus Orthodox Church of the Lord’s 
Appearance. After the performance the 
participants and spectators were invited 
to participate in games. About 100 people 
attended the event. 

class to learn Russian folk songs, discussions 
on national minorities, culinary workshops 
of traditional Russian food recipes and pre-
sentation of the Russian folk tradition of tea 
drinking, Latvian and Russian folk traditional 
handicrafts creative workshops, and a photo 
exhibition.

REST FOR THE SOULBEHOLD wHAT’S NEXT TO yOU!

The project’s main activity was the concert 
“Let’s sing together”, which took place on 
the premises of the German House with the 
participation of children, youth and seniors’ 
ensembles. The morning concert of the 
Liepaja St. Trinity Cathedral was performed 

Project implementers: “German cultural centre”
Implementation period: September 2014 – October 2014

by the children and youth ensemble, and in 
the evening concert, residents of Liepaja 
were entertained by a choir from Darmstadt, 
Germany. After the evening concert, a singing 
and friendship event was held. 

SONG AS A LINK FOR INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE
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The project’s main activity was organizing 
“National Games”, which took place for two 
days. During the event seven different folk 
games were played: vishibali (вышибалы), 
salka (салки), babka (бабки), lapta (лапта), 
gorodki (городки), kettlebell lifting (поднятие 
гирь) and fisticuffs (кулачный бой).

Project implementers: Russian Society of Ventspils
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

The youngest participants received special 
acknow ledgments and awards, but older 
participants had to make more of an effort, 
and only the strongest received awards. The 
project involved a total of 383 participants
and about 200 spectators.

NATIONAL GAMES ARE A RECOGNITION OF NATIONAL
IDENTITy AND CULTURAL COMMUNICATION

The project’s main objective was to set up 
the Livonian ethnographic room in the Liv 
People’s House. Implementation included 
systematization and preparation for public 
viewing of 140 Liv ethnographic materials, 
the opening of the Liv ethnographic room 

Project implementers: Association “Randalist”
Implementation period: August 2014 – November 2014

and there were lectures on the lifestyle of
the Livs (lecture themes included “Use of 
household items”, “Tradi tional Liv dishes”, 
“Liv cultural house – 75 years”), as well as 
other events. 

SETTING UP THE LIVONIAN ETHNOGRAPHIC
ROOM IN THE LIV PEOPLE’S HOUSE*

In order to promote intercultural dialogue, 
two mutual-understanding incentives with 
Kurzeme associations were organized: rep-
resentatives from the association “Manti-
nieki” and the “Saldus Russian community” 
went on experience trips to minority associa-
tions in Liepaja and Ventspils, learning about

Project implementers: Association “Mantinieki”
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

15 associations; the second was the Inter-
cultural Dialogue Day in Saldus, bringing 
together previously acquainted minority 
associations, giving them the opportunity to 
get to know each other and plan the Kurzeme 
Intercultural Festival 2015.

DIALOGUE OF KURZEME
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* In the preamble of the Law on Free Development and Rights of Cultural Autonomy of National and Ethnic Groups adopted on 19 March 
1991 has been stated that the Livs (Livonians) are indigenous ethnic group in Latvia: “In the Republic of Latvia live Latvian nation, the 
ancient indigenous ethnic group Livs, as well as national and ethnic minorities”.
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Promotion and popularization of the study 
of traditional Jewish music was carried out 
by organizing a traditional klezmer music 
masterclass in Rezekne. It was directed 
by lecturer and multi-instrumentalist Ilja 
Šneijveiss. Participants got acquainted with 
klezmer music nuances, ornamentation, 
stylistics and other elements on how to 
decorate melodic lines and rhythms. After 

Project implementers: Association “ARAyN”
Implementation period: September 2015 – February 2016

the workshops the participants presented 
their newly acquired musical knowledge in 
a concert at “Ausmeņa Kebabs” café. The 
project gathered information on traditional 
Jewish music and culture in Rezekne and a 
stand was set up and exhibited in three pla-
ces – the Culture House of National Societies 
of Rezekne, “Ausmeņa Kebabs” café and the 
Green synagogue of Rezekne.

EXPLORATION AND PROMOTION 
OF TRADITIONAL JEwISH MUSIC 

with the aim of getting acquainted and making 
friends with foreign residents in Nīca, local 
citizens organized an event together with 
foreigners – a cooking workshop where they 
prepared various national dishes. During the 

In a project to promote intercultural dialo gue, 
a seminar was organized: “Exper ience in the 
creative production of national costumes and 
the impact of modern style and culture”, as
well as “Kurzeme cotton ball  2014”, during 
which Russian, Cossack, Lat vian, Livonian, 
Polish, Belarusian, Ukrainian, Jewish, Tatar

Project implementers: Bārta river creative association
Implementation period: August 2014 – October 2014

Project implementers: Society “VASSA” (Ventspils Active women’s Cooperation for Development)
Implementation period: September 2014

event, discussions and a quiz about different 
cultures was held with the aim of educating 
and bringing people closer together informally 
and with humour.

and German national costumes were pre sen-
ted. There was also the competition “Sew ing 
by myself”, a concert with participants from 
different nationalities, an interactive game 
“National costumes” and master classes in 
handicraft skills of different nations and an 
exhibition of the works made.

INTERCULTURAL FRIENDLy LUNCH IN NīCA

KURZEME COTTON BALL 2014 – 
INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE
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PRESERVATION OF BELARUSIAN NATIONALITy 
AND LANGUAGE wITHIN THE FRAMEwORK OF 
INTEGRATION IN LATVIAN SOCIETy AND yOUTH 
EDUCATION IN A BELARUSIAN HOLIDAy SCHOOL

The aim of the project is to preserve and 
develop Belarusian culture and traditions 
in Latvia by teaching Belarusian children 
at a holiday school. An open-door event 

Project implementers: Daugavpils Belarusian cultural and educational association “Uzdim”
Implementation period: September 2015 – February 2016

was held at the Belarusian holiday school, 
as well as a “Vjasolka – 20” concert and a 
roundtable “Belarusian school and integration 
experience”.
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E

The project was devoted to maintaining in-
tangible cultural heritage, and within this 
project the Rezekne Higher Education 
Institution held practical workshops on 
acquisition of traditional cultural, which was 
attended by members of minority collectives, 
educational institutions and special-interest

Project implementers: Society of folk musicians 
Implementation period: March 2015 – May 2015

teachers, as well as members of traditional 
Latgalian cultural collectives. In the experi-
ence-exchange seminar “Positive experience 
evening”, the involved associations shared 
the best practices of their most valuable 
achievements, significant projects and future 
development opportunities.

CULTURAL ROOTS

During the project, several discussion events 
were organized for Preili county residents, 
where they discussed traditions for ushering in 
and celebrating Easter among various nations 
and denominations. In the concert “Get to know 
the neighborhood while waiting for Easter”, 
visitors had the opportunity to participate in 

Project implementers: Preili women’s Club
Implementation period: February 2015 – May 2015

Easter games and taste Easter specialties from 
various nationalities. Discussion participants 
submitted recipes, which were compiled in 
a trilingual booklet (in Latvian, Russian and 
Latgalian) describing the food and containing 
photos of the authors.

GET TO KNOw yOUR NEIGHBOUR
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In order to facilitate active citizenship building 
among minority youth and the development of 
co-operation with young Latvians, the project 
offered youth in Ozolaine and other Rezekne 
county districts the chance to participate in 
an interactive seminar-discussion on “Inter-
cultural dialo gue”. In the “Behold diversity 
through a lens” training session, young people 
learned a variety of new skills and improved 
their video, photo and computer knowledge, 
and filmed and developed a video entitled 

Project implementers: Latgale Multimedia workshop
Implementation period: February 2015 – June 2015

“Once upon a time, two cultures met...”. young 
people also took part in a cycling expedition 
“Get to know your neighbour”, where through 
conversations with Latvians, Russians and 
Belarusians, they learned that people live 
peacefully, without division among neighbours 
and friends on the basis of nationality. During 
the activities, the youth not only got to know 
each other, but also studied various cultural 
characteristics together and learned to accept 
differences.

yOUTH. ACTION. DIALOGUE

In the project a broadcast was created on 
national minorities living in Daugavpils, 
Kraslava and Preili. Location of the project: 
Daugavpils, Kraslava, Preili counties.

Project implementers: “Bruoli un Muosys” society
Implementation period: 2015

FEEL LATGALE (a broadcast on National Minorities)

In order to strengthen Jewish communities 
in Latgale, a presentation of the “Kadiša” 
synagogue and museum “Jews in Daugavpils 
and Latgale” was organized, as well as a 
discussion: “Jews in Latgale at the beginning 
of the XXI century”. The Rezekne Green Syna-
gogue opening celebration after its renovation 
took place, as well as an amateur concert 
“Kadiša” at a synagogue in Daugavpils.

Project implementers:
Daugavpils Jewish Community 
Implementation period:
October 2015 – December 2015

LATGALE JEwISH COMMUNITIES 
AND ASSOCIATIONS FORUM
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The aim of the project “Christmas Star” was to 
show the differences and find things in com-
mon among the traditions of various nations 
while celebrating Christmas in Rezekne. As 

Project implementers: “Latvian Polish Union” society
Implementation period: 2015

part of the project an interesting and emo-
tional Christmas carol concert programme 
was prepared and creative workshops about 
Christmas culinary traditions were organized.

CHRISTMAS STAR

Photo: Vladimirs Vatmahters
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To popularize Rainis, Aspazija and T. Shev-
chenko’s literary heritage, an exhibition en-
titled “Rainis – Aspasia – Shevchenko” was
organized, as well as a literary event in the
Rainis Museum in Berkenele. To maintain

Project implementers: Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Society “Mrija”
Implementation period: October 2015 – December 2015

its Ukrainian identity and cultural heritage, 
the amateur collective movement of Ukrainian 
cultural centre “Mrija” was supported and a 
discussion on traditions was organized.

STRENGTH IN TOGETHERNESS 

In order to involve representatives of the Roma 
community in social activities in Daugavpils 
city and county, thus reducing the negative 
bias against this nation and promoting their 
integration in the local community, the project 

Project implementers: Society for Roma culture and development “ME ROMA”
Implementation period: September 2015 – February 2016

organized a number of activities. For example, 
a Roma youth dance school, traditional horse 
riding for city residents, as well as a cultural 
evening “Christmas with the Roma” were 
organized.

In order to promote the participation and 
involvement of Roma in Daugavpils city and 
county public life, special tailoring and design 

Project implementers: “NEVO DROM D” society
Implementation period: September 2015 – February 2016

courses were organized, as well as a Christ-
mas event for Roma children and youth.

JOURNEy INTO THE DEPTHS OF ROMA CULTURE

INCLUSION OF THE ROMA COMMUNITy
IN THE SOCIETy OF DAUGAVPILS COUNTy AND CITy 
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To promote Polish cultural traditions and
their preservation, different Polish trad-
itional holiday celebrations were organized.
St. Andrew’s Day was celebrated, a Christ -
mas carol concert and traditional Polish 

Project implementers: Daugavpils Polish cultural centre “Promień”
Implementation period: November 2015 – February 2016

Christmas food workshop was organized.
Fat Thursday also was celebrated (the last 
Thursday before Ash wednesday, which
marks the start of Lent).

FROM ST. ANDREw’S DAy TO FAT THURSDAy – 
TRADITIONAL POLISH HOLIDAy CELEBRATION

Several events and workshops were organized 
to enhance cohesion among various nation-
alities and generations. “Open Doors” in 
Līvāni cultural centre brought openness and 
greater understanding of the importance of 
expressing one’s affiliation and of participa-
tion. The Slavic society “Uzori” celebrated its
15th anniversary. The event highlighted the
fact that Latgale has a wealth of different 

Project implementers: “Multifunctional family support centre “Today for tomorrow””
Implementation period: February 2015 – May 2015

cultures, because it has been enriched with 
cultural societies and initiative groups from
all over the Latgale region. The event “Songs
of different towns” heralded the fact that
each of us has a story to tell – a story about 
childhood, about first love, friends, of loss, of 
something found, of hope. Life experiences
and feelings were expressed in over 20 differ-
ent songs.

INTEGRATION OF ETHNICITIES 
OF DIFFERING GENERATIONS 

In order to present ancient Russian and Lat-
vian folk traditions of spring, a Maslenica and 
Meteni celebration was organized over seven 

Project implementers: Ziguri grandmothers’ club “Omites”
Implementation period: February 2015 – April 2015

days. There were puppet-making workshops, 
as well as a collective Easter celebrations.

ZOLOVKINI POSIDELKI
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During the project, Roma living in Jūrmala 
improved their guitar and synthesizer playing 
skills, mastered vocal arts, as well as Latvian 
folk dances and songs. Participants in the 
project, Roma music group “Gypsy voice” 
took part in the Jūrmala City boarding school 
concert dedicated to Latvia’s birthday, as 
well as ethnic minorities’ forum “Polyphony, 

Project implementers: “Health and Social Services Society “Artemīda””
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

listening and commonly created: minorities 
in Latvia” and the association’s “Alternativas” 
project “United in Diversity – Intercultural 
Dialogue: culture and social issues” event.
The project has encouraged Roma, including 
youth, involvement in cultural activities by 
developing a dialogue between Jūrmala resi-
dents and the Roma.

MUSIC UNITES ALL

The event “Old Believers (Old Russian and
Old Slavonic) Culture Days” included infor-
mative lec tures and workshops on the Old 
Believers’ ancient culture and their ethnic, 
religious, linguistic foun dation and heritage. 
The event was open to residents of Rīga and 
anyone else interested.

Project implementers:
Ivan Zavoloko Old Believers’ Society 
Implementation period:
August 2015 – November 2015

OLD BELIEVERS CULTURAL DAyS
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During the project, an event series entitled 
“Ukrainian days in Latvia” was organized, 
with the participation of organizations from 
six countries. There were performances from 
youth artistic collectives – presentations by
the represented country as well as an exhi -
bition. There was also a craft fair – presenta-

Project implementers: “Ukrainian centre for youth and children in Latvia”
Implementation period: August 2015 – December 2015

tions of national craftsmen and traditional 
handicrafts. During the meeting, best practi-
ces of minority organizations were identified; 
there was a demonstration of the documen-
tary film “Economics of happiness” and an 
online NGO discussion “Minority organizations 
in Latvia – challenges, opportunities...”.

DEVELOPMENT OF A UKRAINIAN CENTRE
FOR yOUTH AND CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES IN LATVIA

Photo: archive of the Ivan Zavoloko Old Believers’ Society
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A 26-panel exhibition “Society of Russian 
Culture in Latvia, activities over 25 years”  was 
set up. There were two workshops for Rus-
sian and Latvian poets-translators attended 
by 24 people, as well as the usual “Rīga 
Almanaha” presentation, which was attended 
by 35 people. The project enabled modification 

During the project the Mikhail Alexandrovich 
young Singers Competition was organized
with the participation of 30 performers, of
whom 15 young singers were selected. 
After receiving additional funding from the 
Dutch Jewish Humanitarian Fund for the 

Project implementers: Society of Russian Culture in Latvia
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

Project implementers: Makss Goldin Society “Jewish Cultural Heritage”
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

and improvement of several society website
www.lork.lv sections. There was also a dis-  
cus sion on the place and role of non-
governmental organizations in today’s cul-
tural environment with the participation of
52 people.

implementation of this competition, more 
auditions were an nounced, attracting even 
more new artists. During the project Mikhail 
Aleksandrovich’s 100-year anniversary con-
cert was organized, attended by 80 viewers.

THE PLACE OF PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS 
IN CULTURAL PROCESSES

MIKHAIL ALEXANDROVICH 
yOUNG SINGERS COMPETITION

The project organized a St. Nicholas cele-
bration for children and their parents at the 
Rīga Ukrainian secondary school. The festival 
was attended by 214 participants – Latvian 
Ukrainian diaspora, the Ukrainian secondary 
school in Rīga, the Latvian-Armenian Asso-

Project implementers: Latvian Association of Ukrainian societies
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

ciation dance group, Smiltene Gymnasium 
dance group, and collectives from Ukraine: 
participants from Drogobicha city charity fund 
“Posvit” in Lviv region and the Drogobicha 
ensemble “Verhovinka”.

SAINT NICHOLAS CELEBRATION
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An “Evening by the Samovar” was organized 
for local residents, ensemble mem bers, 
their parents and invited guests to have a 
cup of tea and a small treat. During the event 
Russian folk songs were played on the kokle, 
Russian folk-costu me wearing traditions
were presented, and Strenci music school
students and Seda pre-school ensemble
students performed “kokoshniks” (head dres-

Project implementers: “Šūpolēs” society
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

ses) made by the teachers. During the event, 
participants were able to get acqu ainted with 
the national costume exhibition from the 
Smiltene and Strenci house of culture dance 
collective costume collections, as well as 
admire the “matryoshkas” painted by nursery 
school children and “kokoshniks” decorated 
by teachers.

TRADITION KEEPER – SEDA VOCAL 
ENSEMBLE “SUDARUŠKA”

In order to promote the knowledge of Latvian 
resid ents about Ukrainian traditions, various 
activities in connection with St. Nicholas 
day were organized. There was a concert in 
Cēsis as well as three workshops (Ukrainian 
embroidery, jewelry creation; Ukrainian songs 

Project implementers: Latvian Association of Ukrainian societies
Implementation period: September 2015 – December 2015

and games; and collective Ukrainian traditi-
onal towel embroidery). During the project a 
children’s creative artwork competition and 
an exhibition took place, which displayed 
Ukrainian embroidery, traditional towels, 
paintings and drawings.

SAINT NICHOLAS CELEBRATION IN CĒSIS
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The project aimed to introduce parish and 
county residents with border-area traditions, 
promoting cooperation among different natio-
nalities and generations. The project used 
research conducted by Pededze museum and 
Pededze cultural centre. In the event, organi-
zed in cooperation with cultural centres and 
museums, participants had the opportunity 

Project implementers: Association Pededze Future
Implementation period: 2014

to watch the presentation of a historical 
Pededze wedding and get acquainted with 
authentic wedding items and old photo graphs. 
As a result, all parish and region residents 
interested in history and seek ing to preserve 
ancient customs can access comprehensive 
information on the historical wedding tradit-
ions of Pededze region.

PEDEDZE HISTORICAL wEDDING TRADITIONS 
OF THE PAST AND TODAy
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The project organized a two-day camp in 
Valmiera for Vidzeme minority NGOs and 
previously trained Latvian cultural ambas-
sadors as well as a live interactive discussion 
for NGOs on TV in cooperation with the 
Baltic regional funds. This was attended by 
representatives from two Vidzeme regional 

Project implementers: Association “Goral”
Implementation period: September 2015 – November 2015

organizations to define the emerging issues 
of minority organizations’ work, explore 
common experiences in resolving them and 
inviting the views of experts in the field –
social organizations and state and local 
government representatives.

CULTURAL AMBASSADORS VIDZEME VI
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The project was based on the idea that
wo men belonging to different nationalities 
with different interests and beliefs could
come together in joint events and activities. 
During the project, mothers from Valka and 

Project implementers: Association “Creative Group “Lugazi””
Implementation period: August 2014 – November 2014

Valga jointly discussed issues affecting baby
phy sio therapy, as well as meeting various 
professionals – physiotherapists and psy -
 chologists. The project included both educa-
tional seminars and practical work.

yOUNG MOTHERS IN TwO COUNTRIES – 
ONE TOwN

In order to encourage the knowledge of, 
preservation and development of different 
nationalities’ singing cultures, a community 
singing evening “Culture of different nation-
alities in songs and dances” was organized. 

Project implementers: “Dziesmotā senatne” society
Implementation period: October 2014

This gave the opportunity to introduce Val-
miera and Burtnieki county residents to new 
music and friends of different nationalities 
living in Latvia. 

CULTURAL GATHERING OF DIFFERENT 
NATIONALITIES IN BURTNIEKI

In order to promote public awareness about 
the Roma Holocaust during world war II 
in Latvia, the “Baltic Roma Association”, 
in cooperation with the association “The 
Roma Cultural Centre”, implemented the 
project in which the exhibition “The Roma 
Holocaust Latvian, 1941–1945” was opened.

Project implementers: “Baltic Roma association”
Implementation period: 2015

It brought together representatives of both 
local government and the local community.
An educational lecture was held for high 
school students as well as a student essay 
competition on their experience of visiting 
exhibitions and lectures.

EXHIBITION “THE ROMA HOLOCAUST IN LATVIA, 
1941–1945” AND EDUCATIONAL EVENTS IN MADONA
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A cultural exchange event was organized in
order to reduce cross-cultural barriers and 
promote mutual understanding and respect 
between different generations and different 
ethnic groups by developing co-operation 
among  society, the local Roma community

Project implementers: Association “ZORA-7” 
Implementation period: September 2015 – November 2015

and Dobele municipality representatives. The 
event was attended by 50 different nation -
alities. Repre sentatives from Dobele muni-
cipality, social and probation services, as well 
as from nati onal minorities were introduced
to existing problems and practical solutions. 

ZORA-7The project was aimed at promoting dialogue 
among different cultures and demonstrating 
Vidzeme minority cultural diversity, thus 
expanding people’s knowledge of the cultural 
values of ethnic minorities. The project 

Project implementers: Association “Evolution. Progress. Growth”
Implementation period: 2014

organized events in Zilaiskalns, Pededze and 
Valka, where amateur ensembles carried out 
performances typical of Latvian and Slavic 
people.

FROM THE AUTUMN CHEST

In order to promote intercultural dialogue 
and intercultural understanding in Valmiera 
and Vidzeme as a whole, a Different Culture 
Festival for youth was organized. The festival 
involved students from Valmiera Secondary 

Project implementers: Vidzeme Culture and Art Association “Haritas”
Implementation period: 2014

School No. 2, Valmiera Secondary School
No. 5, as well as pupils from schools in 
Rīga – Ita Kozakeviča Polish secondary, Rīga 
Lithuanian secondary and Rīga Ukrainian 
secondary schools.

LET’S EXPLORE DIVERSITy!

During the project, similarities and differ-
en ces were sought out in Belarusian and 
Latvian motifs, symbols and traditions. In 
Valmiera there was a festive evening “Kaļadu 

Project implementers: Latvian Belarusian Union
Implementation period: 2015

and Belarusian costume traditions”, during 
which the participants were introduced to 
the Belarusian Kalyadi holiday traditions, 
Belarusian folk costumes and ornaments.

LOVE LATVIA, REMEMBER yOUR ROOTS!
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In honour of Ukraine’s Independence Day, 
there was a concert and an exhibition of 
works by three Ukrainian photographers – 
J. Kovtonuk, R. Chigrinyecs and I. Morgan
“Ukraine – Latvia: a combination of national 
traditions”. The project contributed to the 
making of a child ren’s theatrical studio 
“Džereļce” production by combining fifteen 

The project aimed to promote intercultural 
friendship at the pre-school educational insti-
tution “Zilite”, where a total of four events 
took place. In the first event children gave 
performances in the Latvian and Russian 
languages, as well as watched cartoons in
both languages. In the second event, “Learn -
ing from each other”, Jēkabpils folk group 
“Rodnik” showed Rus sian folk dances and 
costumes for families. Participating children 
told and showed “Fairytale of a turnip”, which 

Project implementers: UKC “Džerelo”
Implementation period: August 2015 – December 2015

Project implementers: Association “Parents for Aizkraukle”
Implementation period: September 2014 – November 2014

children of different nationalities from 1st–4th 
grade. To familiarize students with Ukrainian 
culture, traditions and national cuisine, 
six Jelgava schools (ar ound 120 children) 
held Ukrainian culture hours – “Let’s get 
acquainted – we are the Ukrainians!”, in
which the children’s theatre staged a play.

was performed in two languages – Russian 
and Latvian. Child ren were introduced to 
traditional Russian musical instruments and 
toys – matryoshkas and a bear in national 
costume. In the third event, folklore group 
“Karikste” demonstrated Latvian folk dances 
and costumes. All were involved in the Latvian 
games devoted to Martin’s Day. Children were 
introduced to traditional Latvian musical ins-
truments and toys.

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED – wE ARE THE UKRAINIANS!

CULTURE FELLOwSHIP PROJECT: THINKING 
UNCONVENTIONALLy ABOUT TRADITIONS
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The project provided an opportunity to orga-
n ize lectures, creative workshops and festive 
concerts. The creative workshop “Studying 
and the making of Latvian folk costumes” was 
dedicated to the study of Krustpils county folk 
costumes and the making of Krustpils county 
garters. In honour of the society’s “Rodacy” 
25th anniversary, the concert “Polish dance
and song traditions” performed not only in 
Polish, but also in the Latvian, Ukrainian, 
Russian and Belarusian languages, and 
participants danced Polish dances – the 

Project implementers: Association “Rodacy”
Implementation period: August 2015 – January 2016

polonaise, maz urka and others. within the 
project a lecture was organized featuring the 
Jekabpils History Museum’s presentation 
“Polish traces in Jekab pils”, and the exhi-
bition “Polish costumes and those of other 
nationalities in Jekabpils” and two concerts 
were performed. One concert was held in 
Varieši in honour of Latvian Independence 
proclamation day, the other was a Polish
dance and song per for mance in Jekabpils 
nursing home with the participation of Bela-
rusian society “Spat kanne”.

HERITAGE
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In honour of the anniversary of Ukraine’s 
Independence, a festive event and concert
was orga nized, where in a musical perfor-
mance “with love for Ukraine”, the Ukrainian 
song group “Dzerele”, children’s ensemble 
“Džereļce”, students and guests of the Latvian 
Society and Jelgava pensioners’ associations 
performed. During the event, M. Chernov’s 
photo exhibition “Freedom territory” and draw-
ings of the children’s collective “Džereļce” 
were displayed, as well as handicrafts with 

Project implementers: UKC “Džerelo”
Implementation period: August 2014 – November 2014

Ukrainian themes. There were also two 
workshops – traditional rag-doll making and 
“friendship-bracelet” weaving workshops for 
children of various nationalities, who had the 
opportunity to participate in different games, 
songs, and dances and enjoy delicious pies. 
Society representatives visited a nursing 
home, presenting an exhibition of children’s 
drawings on the theme of Ukraine, as well as 
performed a concert. 

wITH LOVE FOR UKRAINE

An amulet-making workshop was organized 
attended by 30 participants. At the beginning 
of the workshop, participants were introduced 
to various amulet types and their differences. 
In three hours’ time, everybody could learn 

Project implementers: Jelgava Russian society “Istok”
Implementation period: October 2014 – November 2014

how to make an amulet with their own hands, 
without using scissors. 116 participants took 
part in the concert “Search ing for common 
themes”, and it was attended by 600 people 
from Jelgava and other cities and counties.

SEARCHING FOR COMMON THEMES
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The project aimed to promote Roma commu-
nity involvement in social processes, as well
as Roma culture and traditions by strength-
en ing the capacity of the association and the 
development of human resources involved in 
the project. In the project a workshop “wood 
in our lives” was organized to teach Roma and 
non-Roma children to work together, in order 
to promote the creation and consolidation of 

Project implementers: Roma NGO “Romanu čačipen”
Implementation period: September 2015 – December 2015

society and promote intercultural dialogue. 
During project activities, Latvian children’s 
poetry and folk tales were translated into 
the Roma language, and Roma youth had 
the opportunity to learn traditional cultural 
practices that contribute to the preservation 
of ethnic identity and passing it on to the next 
generation. The project involved around 70 
people of various nationalities.

PARTICIPATE!
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In honor of the Latvian Republic’s Procla-
ma tion of Independence Day, a unification 
campaign “Jelgava nationalities’ light” was 
organized. Jelgava residents – both Latvians 
and minorities – were invited to donate 
candles (and candle ends) to pour one single 
large candle with the idea of combining all 
human wishes and thoughts about a unified 
Latvia. A candle was lit at the 14 November 
ceremonial event “Through thirty-nine circles 

Project implementers: Jelgava National Culture Society Association
Implementation period: August 2014 – November 2014

for light...”. In the first part of the event there 
was a concert with the participation of various 
ethnic cultural associations and ensembles 
from Jelgava, Nakotne and other guest art-
ists. In the second part a festive evening was 
held, where members of the association had 
the opportunity to strengthen social contacts 
and discuss future coope ration. The event 
was attended by about 400 people of various 
nationalities.

SEE yOU IN JELGAVA!
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E RESEARCH PROJECT “MINORITy PARTICIPATION
IN DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES IN LATVIA” RESULTS

In order to analyze minority participation and 
minority NGOs, the Baltic Institute of Social
Sciences (BISS) on behalf of the Ministry of 
Culture carried out a study on “Minority Parti-
cipation in Democratic Processes in Latvia”. The 

As of June 1, 2015, there were 423 organiza -
tions registered with the Latvian Company 
Register that have statutes which indicate that 
they work with minorities in Latvia. 309 are 
associations of ethnic minorities, while 117 are 

study provides information on minorities and 
important issues of minority organizations. The 
Ministry of Culture will use this information for 
the further planning of activities.

linked to minorities (language teaching cent res, 
folk dance studios, partnership organizations 
between Latvia and other countries in the world, 
friendship organizations between Latvians and 
representatives of other ethnicities, etc.)

MINORITy NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
ACTIVITIES IN LATVIA

During the project two cross-cultural expe-
rience exchange events were organized. One 
was in Jekabpils, where the Jekabpils Rus-
sian Society “Rodnik” introduced LLU Jelgava 
Student theatre actors to Russian culture and 
mentality. The second event was in Jelgava, 

Project implementers: Jelgava Student theatre support union “Miniatra”
Implementation period: August 2014 – November 2014

which was visited by the Jekabpils Russian 
Society “Rodnik”. The event concluded with 
a joint romantic Russian evening with Arnis 
Miltins. Project activities included four per-
formances of A. Chekhov’s play “The wood 
Demon” in Latvian and Russian.

DIALOGUES IN LIFE AND ON STAGE Minority NGOs by year of registration (number)39
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Registered minority NGOs by place of registration (%) Registered minority NGOs by area of activity (% and number)

Active minority NGOs by area of activity (% and number)Registered minority NGOs by activity level (number)

Currently 157 of the 309 minority associations and foundations are active.
108 minority associations and foundations have intense or moderate activity.

Rīga Other city Other town Parish

58% 25% 14% 3%

Not particularly
active

Moderately
active

working
intensively

49 91 17

52% = 162 11% = 34 37% = 112

Cultural Interests Both

Cultural Interests Both

62% = 67 2% = 2 36% = 39
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Minorities’ non-governmental organizations in Latvia by target of their activities Minorities’ non-governmental organizations in Latvia by their activity level
(marked only those whose activities are seen as intense or moderate)

NGO’s target of activities:
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Active minority NGOs by location (number)  Registered minority NGOs by represented ethnic group (number)

Active minority NGOs by represented ethnic group (number)Representation of active minority NGOs
in decision-making processes at the national and local level (%)

RePReSeNTed
in government/municipal work

39%
NA 8%

NOT RePReSeNTed
in government/municipal work

53%

Russians

Roma

Jews

Ukrainians

Belarusians

Germans

Poles

Lithuanians

Others
Different

ethnic groups

70

28

27

23

20

14

11

11

52

53

19

12

10

9

8

7

6

5

12

20

Russians

Belarusians

Jews

Ukrainians

Germans

Poles

Roma

Lithuanians

Others
Different

ethnic groups

Rīga Pierīga Latgale Kurzeme Zemgale

52 5 19 16 16
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SURVEy OF MINORITIES IN LATVIA
ON SENSE OF BELONGING AND CIVIC
AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Survey period: July 15th 2015 – September 10th 2015
Sample: 735 representatives of minority communities (a survey of residents) and 91 representatives 
of minority organizations

Views about ethnic relations in Latvia
Proposals on facilitating social integration (%)

Civic participation
Involvement in political activities during the last three years (%)

Organize common celebrations, culture 
and sports events (bilingual)

Government, politicians should stop provoking 
and dividing people

Improve quality of life

Assign citizenship to non-citizens automatically

Assign status of second state language to Russian

Respect each other, accept

Be friendly and understanding

Accept Russian language, support Russian schools
Make more contacts between each other,

do something together
Do not divide society according to nationality or

citizenship, emphasize common things
Forbid media to promote conflicts

Educating children and youth
regarding patriotism and tolerance

Have discussed politics with friends or acquaintances

Have regularly interested about politics
(have read articles, have watched TV and the like)

Have participated in elections of Saeima

Have participated in local government elections

Have participated in elections of the Parliament of Europe 

Have participated in referendum on Russian
as the second official state language 

Have put comments on the Internet about political events or 
involved in discussions with other Internet commentators 

Have tried to convince someone to vote or not
for a certain political force in elections

Have participated in public consultations,
also in participation platform “Mana Balss”

Have participated in demonstrations, rallies,
strikes or flash mobs 

32,3%

24,7%

19,4%

11,8%

11,1%

10,4%

9,8%

8,6%

7,7%

6,1%

5,7%

5,7%

Multiple response question

All respondents, N=735

All respondents, N=735

Involvement in social processes during the past three years (%)

Have participated in the Big Clean-Up

Have donated clothes, furniture, food, money, etc. to 
charity organizations or campaigns 

Have volunteered in NGO, festival,
concert or any other event 

Have actively participated in any other NGO,
trade union or professional association 

Have actively participated in any minority organization 

0 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

82%

71%

62%

61%

51%

44%

25%

20%

15%

4%

0 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

32%

60%

8%

6%

3%
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BIEDRīBA „ŽIVICA” Saldus, Nākotnes iela 1–8 arsen12@inbox.lv
VENTSPILS UKRAIŅU KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBA „KOBZAR” Ventspils, Kapteiņu iela 18–1 drogerijamarija@inbox.lv

LIEPĀJAS UKRAIŅU KOPIENA „SVITANOK” Liepāja, Flotes iela 16–105 Davidenko16@inbox.lv
BIEDRīBA „RANDALIST” Dundaga, Maija iela 8–17 nonika27@inbox.lv
LIEPĀJAS VĀCU BIEDRīBU ASOCIĀCIJA 
„VĀCU NAMS LIEPĀJA” Liepāja, Stendera iela 5–1 I.d.27@inbox.lv

Latgale

NAME AddRESS E-MAIL

DAGDAS BALTKRIEVU BIEDRīBA „VERBICA” Dagdas nov., Dagda,
Alejas iela 29 gogalinska@inbox.lv

BALTKRIEVU KULTŪRIZGLīTīBAS
BIEDRīBA „UZDIM” Daugavpils, Smilšu iela 92 uzdim3@inbox.lv

BIEDRīBA „NĒVO DROM D” Daugavpils, Saules iela 5 nvm1941@inbox.lv
BIEDRīBA „ARAyN”
„KLEZMERU MUZIKĀLĀ MANTOJUMA 
IZPĒTES BIEDRīBA „ARAyN””

Rēzeknes nov., Griškānu pag., 
Dreizi, “Raimunda” elektromon@inbox.lv

DAUGAVPILS EBREJU KOPIENA Daugavpils, Sakņu iela 29 sinagoga36@inbox.lv
DAUGAVPILS KRIEVU NACIONĀLĀS 
KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA Daugavpils, Imantas iela 35a lobovs@inbox.lv

DAUGAVPILS LIETUVIEŠU KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBA „RASA” Daugavpils, Teātra iela 8 rimantas.klepshys@gmail.com

BIEDRīBA „ERFOLG” Daugavpils, Rēzeknes
iela 5a–66

erfolg@inbox.lv
erfolg_biedriba@outlook.com

LATGALES NACIONĀLO KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBU ASOCIĀCIJA Daugavpils, Cietokšņa iela 44–3 jesseolga@inbox.lv

LATVIJAS POĻU SAVIENīBAS
DAUGAVPILS NODAĻA „PROMIEŅ” Daugavpils, Varšavas iela 30 promien@inbox.lv

POĻU KULTŪRAS CENTRS Daugavpils, Varšavas iela 30 polukultura@inbox.lv
PREIĻU NOVADA SLĀVU KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBA „RADUGA” Preiļi, Andreja Paulāna iela 2 raduga.preili@inbox.lv

RĒZEKNES KRIEVU KOPIENA Rēzekne, Kr. Valdemāra
iela 2–37 valerijs_orlovs@inbox.lv

SLĀVU BIEDRīBA „UZORI” Līvāni, Stacijas iela 2 karina.znotina@inbox.lv
UKRAIŅU KULTŪRAS CENTRS „MRIJA” Daugavpils, Alejas iela 7 nadezda.stahovska@gmail.com

MOST ACTIVE LIV AND MINORITy ORGANIZATIONS 
AND CONTACT INFORMATION*

Kurzeme

NAME AddRESS E-MAIL

LIEPĀJAS BALTKRIEVU KOPIENA „MARA” Liepāja, Mirdzas Ķempes
iela 26–91 infomara@inbox.lv

LIEPĀJAS MULTINACIONĀLAIS
KULTŪRAS CENTRS „UNISONS”

Liepāja, Krišjāņa Valdemāra 
iela 35/37 e.cema@ostkom.lv

LATVIJAS POĻU SAVIENīBAS
LIEPĀJAS NODAĻA Liepāja, Klaipēdas iela 96a ritite@inbox.lv

LIEPĀJAS VĀCU KOPIENA „ASNS” Liepāja, Vītolu iela 7/11–3
rminkevic@inbox.lv
inese.bobinska@inbox.lv
wokacz@inbox.lv

LIEPĀJAS VĀCU–LATVIEŠU
TIKŠANĀS CENTRS Liepāja, Stendera iela 5–1 dinafric@gmail.com

taisija.21@inbox.lv
LIEPĀJAS KRIEVU KOPIENA Liepāja, Kūrmājas prospekts 20 lro@inbox.lv
VENTSPILS LīBIEŠU APVIENīBA „RĀNDA” Ventspils, Pils iela 44–12 dacemazure@inbox.lv

SALDUS RAJONA KRIEVU KOPIENA Saldus nov., Saldus,
Striķu iela 28 zludmila@inbox.lv

VĀCU KULTŪRAS CENTRS Liepāja, Stendera iela 5 ilga.vitale@inbox.lv
VENTSPILS EBREJU BIEDRīBA
„HEVRE HAHOMIM” Ventspils, Celtnieku iela 16–5 meidl@mail.ru

tatjana.saksaganska@gmail.com

VENTSPILS KRIEVU BIEDRīBA Ventspils, Saules iela 110–45 info@ventro.lv
vasilijs.ginko@vgt.lv

VENTSPILS VĀCU KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA Ventspils, Saules iela 9–3 kraule7@inbox.lv
VENTSPILS NACIONĀLO KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBU ASOCIĀCIJA Ventspils, Embūtes iela 55–49 venkba-vera@inbox.lv

SABIEDRīBAS INTEGRĀCIJAS BIEDRīBA 
„ALTERNATIVAS” Kandava, Rūmenes iela 24 dainis.krauklis@inbox.lv

arhipovs@inbox.lv

* In the preamble of the Law on Free Development and Rights of Cultural Autonomy of National and Ethnic Groups adopted on 19 March 1991 
has been stated that the Livs (Livonians) are indigenous ethnic group in Latvia: “In the Republic of Latvia live Latvian nation, the ancient 
indigenous ethnic group Livs, as well as national and ethnic minorities”.
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„BALTKRIEVU BIEDRīBA „SJABRI”” Viļānu nov., Sokolku pag., 
Strupļi, „Cerība 2” viktors.gordeiko@inbox.lv

BALTKRIEVU BIEDRīBA „PRAĻESKA” Zilupes nov., Zilupe,
Tautas iela 1 natalja-m@inbox.lv

JELGAVAS BALTKRIEVU BIEDRīBA „ZLATA” Jelgava, Pasta iela 34–62 zenta.tretjaka@inbox.lv 

Pierīga

NAME AddRESS E-MAIL

AFROLATVISKĀ ASOCIĀCIJA Rīga, Akadēmijas laukums 
1–1106 afrolat@yahoo.fr

TUKUMA POĻU BIEDRīBA Tukums, Talsu iela 20 reginabalina@inbox.lv

VANGAŽU UKRAIŅU BIEDRīBA „JATRAŅ” Inčukalna nov., Vangaži,
Priežu iela 1–15 atlas.irina@gmail.com

Rīga

NAME AddRESS E-MAIL

ARĀBU KULTŪRAS CENTRS Rīga, Salacas iela 9–44

houssamam@hotmail.com 
info@bakc.lv
elmarija@inbox.lv
info@abumeri.lv

ARMĒŅU BIEDRīBA „HAVATK” Rīga, Maskavas iela 222C–73 havatk@inbox.lv
BALTKRIEVU BIEDRīBA „PRAMEŅ” Rīga, Katlakalna iela 11b reklama@ilguciems.lv
BALTSLĀVU KULTŪRAS ATTīSTīBAS
UN SADARBīBAS BIEDRīBA Rīga, Kurzemes prospekts 15 info@baltslavi.lv

BIEDRīBA „BALTKRIEVIJAS
INFORMĀCIJAS CENTRS”

Rīga, Rūpniecības iela 10, 
413–414 biclvinfo@gmail.com

BIEDRīBA „LATVIJAS EBREJU DRAUDŽU 
UN KOPIENU PADOME” Rīga, Skolas iela 6 gita@telenet.lv

BIEDRīBA „GORAĻ” Rīga, Āgenskalna iela 20–47 a.blumshtein@inbox.lv
lisagor@inbox.lv

I. KOZAKEVIČAS LATVIJAS NACIONĀLO 
KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBU ASOCIĀCIJA Rīga, Slokas iela 37 ankol@mailbox.riga.lv

KRIEVU KORU BIEDRīBA „ACCOLADA” Rīga, Elvīras iela 13B–33 accoladachoir@inbox.lv

BIEDRīBA „KRIEVU SABIEDRīBA LATVIJĀ” Rīga, Smilšu iela 16 info@russkie.org.lv
KULTŪRAS UN IZGLīTīBAS BIEDRīBA
„MIGRASH” Rīga, Vidrižu iela 4–50 migrash.bt@gmail.com

LATVIJAS BALTKRIEVU KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBA „SVITANAK” Rīga, Slokas iela 37 irinakuzmicha@gmail.com

LATVIJAS BALTKRIEVU SAVIENīBA Rīga, Katlakalna iela 11b belarus@ilguciems.lv
ĀRVALSTU ORGANIZĀCIJAS 
„STARPTAUTISKĀ ROMU APVIENīBA” Rīga, Pudiķa iela 6 normunds.rudevics@gmail.com

STARPTAUTISKAIS ROMU
HUMANITĀRAIS FONDS Rīga, Pudiķa iela 6–3 normunds.rudevics@gmail.com

LATVIJAS KRIEVU KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA Rīga, Anniņmuižas bulvāris 29 elena.matjakubova@gmail.com
„LATVIJAS LIETUVIEŠU KOPIENA” Rīga, Prūšu iela 42A r.zalnierius@gmail.com 

LATVIJAS POĻU BIEDRīBA Rīga, Krišjāņa Valdemāra
iela 83–6 hd@trade.lv

LATVIJAS POĻU SAVIENīBA Rīga, Slokas iela 37 promien@inbox.lv
lps.zpl@inbox.lv

LATVIJAS TATĀRU–BAŠKīRU KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBA „ČIŠMA” Rīga, Vecmīlgrāvja iela 11 dir@triz.lv

LATVIJAS UKRAIŅU KONGRESS Rīga, Ģertrūdes iela 44–5 ukrkongresslv@gmail.com
LATVIJAS VĀCU SAVIENīBA Rīga, Mēness iela 13–11 aina.balasko@gmail.com

LATVIJAS–LIBĀNAS KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA Rīga, Slokas iela 37 houssamam@hotmail.com 
info@abumeri.lv

BIEDRīBA „LīVU (LīBIEŠU)
SAVIENīBA (LīVÕD īT)” Rīga, Slokas iela 11–5 ievacdf@parks.lv

MAKSA GOLDINA BIEDRīBA
„EBREJU KULTŪRAS MANTOJUMS” Rīga, Vīlandes iela 6–1A ekm.goldins@inbox.lv

POĻU KULTŪRAS KLUBS „POLONEZ” Rīga, Zilupes iela 24–67 tangolita2612@inbox.lv

RīGAS EBREJU KOPIENA Rīga, Skolas iela 6 jews.lv@gmail.com
gita@telenet.lv

LATVIJAS EBREJU DRAUDŽU
UN KOPIENU PADOME Rīga, Skolas iela 6 jews.lv@gmail.com

gita@telenet.lv

RīGAS VĀCU KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA Rīga, Slokas iela 37
rvkb.lv@gmail.com
ilze@garda.lv
aina.balasko@gmail.com

LATVIJAS ROMU JAUNATNE UN DRAUGI Rīga, Paula Lejiņa iela 7–109 rinorudevich@gmail.lv
BIEDRīBA „ROMU KULTŪRAS CENTRS” Rīga, Doma laukums 8A–5 roksana.rudevica@gmail.com
BIEDRīBA „ŠAMIR” Rīga, Stabu iela 63 shamir@shamir.lv
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LATVIJAS UKRAIŅU SAVIENīBA Rīga, Gramzdas iela 19/1–50 v.stefanovich@4nets.lv
LATVIJAS LIETUVIEŠU JAUNIEŠU KOPIENA Rīga, Prūšu iela 42A tomas.kaikaris@gmail.com
LATVIEŠU–VĀCBALTIEŠU CENTRS
„DOMUS RIGENSIS” Rīga, Grēcinieku iela 18 domus.rigensis@latnet.lv

STUDENTU KORPORĀCIJA
„FRATERNITAS ARCTICA” Rīga, Darba iela 4–2 Dmitrijs.Trofimovs@gmail.com

BIEDRīBA „LATVIJAS UKRAIŅU
BIEDRīBU APVIENīBA” Rīga, Andreja Saharova iela 3–6 ludmila.belinceva@inbox.lv 

atlas.irina@gmail.com
UKRAINAS CENTRS JAUNIEŠIEM
UN BĒRNIEM LATVIJA Rīga, Valdeķu iela 53–173 youthukrinlv@gmail.com

Zemgale

NAME AddRESS E-MAIL
BIEDRīBA „ZORA–7” Dobele, Uzvaras iela 43 agnesemelke3@inbox.lv

DOBELES VĀCU KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA Dobele, Uzvaras iela 53D alarin@inbox.lv
gunawi@inbox.lv

JĒKABPILS KRIEVU BIEDRīBA „RODŅIK” Jēkabpils, Brīvības iela 45 nchehova@inbox.lv
JELGAVAS BALTKRIEVU BIEDRīBA 
„ĻANOK” Jelgava, Sarmas iela 4 jelenagrisle@inbox.lv

JELGAVAS EBREJU BIEDRīBA Jelgava, Sarmas iela 4 lidija.ribkina@inbox.lv
JELGAVAS KRIEVU BIEDRīBA „ISTOK” Jelgava, Sarmas iela 4 istok.jelgava@inbox.lv
JELGAVAS NACIONĀLO KULTŪRAS 
BIEDRīBU ASOCIĀCIJA Jelgava, Palīdzības iela 1–83 rita.vectirane@inbox.lv

JĒKABPILS POĻU BIEDRīBA „RODACy” Jēkabpils, Brīvības iela 45 rodacylotwa@inbox.lv
rihard07@inbox.lv

SLĀVU KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA „RODŅIK” Jelgavas nov., Glūdas pag., 
Nākotne, Skolas iela 3 olgarozko@inbox.lv

UKRAIŅU KULTŪRIZGLīTOJOŠA
BIEDRīBA „JAVIR” Jēkabpils, Kaļķu iela 7a

vladem@inbox.lv
nikolajs.a@inbox.lv
valerijkostusevic@inbox.lv

LATVIJAS POĻU SAVIENīBAS
JELGAVAS NODAĻA Jelgava, Kazarmas iela 14 marija_k14@inbox.lv

SLĀVU KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA „SVETOČ” Jelgavas nov., Jaunsvirlaukas 
pag., Dzirnieki, „Jaunlīdumi” lena-a@inbox.lv

BALTKRIEVU KULTŪRAS BIEDRīBA
„VJASJOLKA”

Krāslavas nov., Krāslava,
N. Rancāna iela 4 leus2008@inbox.lv
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